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Gettering i3 used in the ISX-B tokamak to reduce the impurity

concentration. This paper documents the gettering process used, and

compares the expected changes in recycling and radiation with those

observed experimentally. The enlargement of the operating regime (1/q, T5e

R/Bi space) is discussed. Finally, the effect on one of the objectives of

the experimental program, that of obtaining high values of beta, is

described.
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Introduction

Gettering has been used in many tokamaks as a means of reducing

impurities and enlarging the operational space (e.g. Refs. 1 and 5 ) . T.n

ISX-B, the motivation for gettering was to allow lower values of the safety

factor, q, to be obtained. Empirical scaling laws for the energy

confinement time indicated that this would result in larger values of beta.

However, an analysis of results obtained before and after gettering (see

section on effects on confinement) shows that the expected increase in beta

was not found. This observation has lead us to document our gettering

technique, and compare expected changes in plasma parameters with those

actually observed. Most observations are in accord with those seen on

other tokamaks, but two were unexpected, namely an apparent long term

recycling change, and reduced energy confinement in beam heated discharges

following gettering.

The Gettering Technique

Two getter sources are used. For a standard getter cycle these

deposit 0.1 g of titanium (1.25 * 1021 atoms): calculations show1-^ that

70% of the wall is covered with between 1 and 10 monolayers, and 3.5? with

between 10 and 100 monolayers.

Titanium should pimp hydrogen (or deuterium) by diffusion into the

getter film until all the titanium is converted to a hydride. For typical

external gas flow rates during tokamak operation (10 to 50 TJls"1 for

~250 ms) this should occur after 2 to 10 discharges. During this time the

recycling at the wall should be reduced because the particle induced

desorption is inhibited (reflection still occurs).

The deposition calculations are supported by measurements of the

pumping speed. A dynamic measurement gives 15 x 103 As"1 immediately after



a getter cycle, decreasing to 900 As"1 after 30 discharges. A static

measurement gives 3 x 103 As"1, corresponding to a surface area of k% of

the total wall area (for molecular deuteriun, and a sticking coefficient of

1S5). This corresponds to the pimping of the wall covered by the relatively

thick titaniun film, near the sources themselves.

Titanium should also reduce the low-Z impurity concentration,^33

dominated by oxygen in ISX-B. These impurities, thought to originate from

the walls as a consequence of desorption by charge-exchange neutrals, will

be covered by the titanium, and also pimped when returned to the walls.

This pimping will continue until the oxygen replaces the hydrogen in the

saturated film: such replacement has been observed in vacuum tank

experiments. For typical oxygen concentrations, nz/ne ~2%, this would

occur after >100 discharges.

For high Z impurities the expected effect of gettering is less clear.

In ISX-B ohmic discharges the dominant high-Z impurity before gettering,

iron, is thought to originate from the wall as a consequence of sputtering

by charge-exchange neutrals.^ ^ A large fraction of the iron in the

plasma should, therefore, be replaced by titanium after gettering. In

neutral beam heated discharges the outer limiter is known to receive up to

10 kW cm"2 of power: The inner limiter, stainless steel, melts, while the

outer limiter, titanium carbide coated graphite, shows damage, and

presumably sublimation occurs. Gettering should not change these

processes, so both iron and titanium should be present.

Tnus the expected consequences of titaniun gettering are (a) a short

term (<10 discharges) reduction in hydrogen recycling, (b) a long term

( >100 discharge) reduction in oxygen concentrations, and (c) the reduction



of iron and increase in titanium in ohmie discharges, but not in beam

heated discharges.

Experimental Observations

ISX-B has been operated in three different operational modes: (a)

before gettering was initiated; (b) with gettering once or twice a day; and

(c) for one day only, gettering between each discharge. To investigate

recycling, the external gas feed required to obtain a given line of sight

average density, r5e, is monitored. To investigate impurity reductions, the

total radiated power, PR, is monitored. In most cases this will represent

the oxygen line radiation.

Figure 1 demonstrates the effects of gettering on recycling. The time

average gas feed rate, 1/t /* <J>dt, is shown as a function of T5g for the

three cases. A fourth case, with gettering but added nitrogen impurity, is

also shown, and discussed later. The values are for the ohmie heated

(O.H.) part of a beam heated discharge, at 60 ms. With gettering between

each discharge, the gas feed required to maintain a given density is about

4 times that required before gettering was initiated. This represents the

expected short term recycling change. The surprising observation is that,

with gettering only once a day, the gas feed required is still about twice

that required before gettering was initiated, even after ~100 discharges.

The lines are meant merely to 'guide the eye1, but writing

Tp/(1-R) = N/C <fi—N) i and assuming (a) that the particle confinement time Tp

is fixed, and (b) that in the 'gettered between shots1 eases R = 0.75

(because the ion flux out ~ the neutral flux out, and the returning neutral

flux resulting from the outward neutral flux will be halved), then the

numerical values represent the global recycling coefficient, R.

The short term recycling change is further illustrated in Fig. 2a,



where the density values at 110 ms into a beam heated discharge are shown,

for a day's operation. Tie arrows indicate when a getter cycle was

undertaken. Up to the time of observation the gas feed rate was unchanged

within 10?. After each getter cycle there is a ~30J fall in density,

followed by a recovery after <10 discharges. However, as Fig. 1 has

shown, the recovery is not to the value that would have been achieved

before gettering was initiated. It is noted that a similar reduction in T5e

can result from waiting 30 minutes and not gettering, after many neutral

beam heated discharges. This may represent a change in the recycling at

the limiter, as the limiter is allowed to cool.

The effects of gettering on PR, and thus on the oxygen concentration,

is shown in Fig. 3. Here PR at 60 ms is shown for the discharges

discussed in Fig. 1. Gettering once or twice a day halved the radiated

power. That no further reduction resulted from gettering between each

discharge is expected because of the 'long term1 nature of the oxygen

pumping, and the covering of the Impurity source. Returning to Fig. 2b,

there is an apparent short term reduction of Ps following a getter cycle,

but re-plotting these results as PR vs He, in Fig. 2c, shows that the

reduction merely represents the trend of lower PR at lower values of ne.

In this figure the three discharges immediately following gettering are

distinguished, and although at the lower limit of PR/ne, they do not lie

outside the general operating regime for that day. Thus we have observed

the expected long term low Z impurity reduction and a short term recycling

reduction, but also an unexpected long term recycling reduction. It is

suggested that this is not a recycling change, but represents the fact that

many of the electrons present in the discharges analyzed before gettering

was initiated were produced from the low Z impurities.



Results have ' also been obtained with nitrogen puffed into the

discharges. the impurity was added either before the discharge, for

calibration purposes, or into the discharge after the neutral beams were

injected. The effect on the recycling is shown in Fig. 1: although the

walls were gettered (nitrogen will not be pumped for more than ~10

discharges) the gas puff required to obtain a given density in the ohmic

part of the discharge fell to the value required before gettering was

initiated. This supports the suggestion that the apparent 'long term1

gettering change actually represents the reduction of an electron source

from impurities.

Comparisons have been made between ohmic heated plasmas before and

after gettering, and results are in agreement with those found on other

machines.^^ The effect of gettering is to reduce Z e f f, and the electron

and ion temperatures. The temperature reduction results from the reduced

ohmic heating power. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the line intensities

of oxygen, iron and titanium lines. These results represent long term

effects because they were obtained more than W discharges after a getter

cycle, during sequences of ~20 discharges. .Gettering reduces the OVI line

intensity (at 150 ms) by a factor 5, the Fe XVIII line by a factor 3, and

increases the Tj XV line by a factor 2. Thus the long term oxygen

reduction is seen together with the expected reduction of iron and increase

in titanium. Titanium was present before gettering because the outer

limiter has a titanium carbide coating.

In beam heated discharges, both titaniun and iron are present before

and after gettering. There are data which show large increases in iron

line radiation, after the beam heating is initiated, when the plasma is

positioned to lean on the inner limiter.



The Operating Regime

One of the objebtives of gettering is to allow access to a larger

region of (1/q, 73e R/B,) space.^ In the case of beam heated discharges

the individual effects of gettering and beam heating are not documented,

but with gettering the beams allow a further increase in r^ R/B. at low q

valuesC6] (B^ is the toroidal field, R the major radius, q the safety

factor).

In Fig. 5 points in the space (1/q^, ne R/BJ are shown, with ne the

horizontal line average density, and q^ the safety factor at the plasma

edge. Different cases are distinguished, namely OH discharges, and beam

heated discharges with ~1 and with ~2 MW of neutral injection. Further,

plasma elongations K =1.2 ('circular') and K >1.4 (elongated) are

separated. All cases are with a gefctered torus. Each point represents the

maximum density achieved during one discharge, up to a time 10 ms before a

disruption (if any). Also drawn is the line in this spate found on

D I T E j[6] w i t h < 1 > 2 M W o f n e u t r a l injection, a gettered torus, and circular

plasmas. We draw the following conclusions: (a) for 'circular' plasmas,

with O MW of neutral injection, the DITE line represents well our

operating space, but 2 MW allows larger values of T5e R/B* at low q. The

extension of the operating regime with injection at low q is evident: (b)

for elongated plasmas, the DITE line does not represent the experimental

results at all. In this case values of Tie R/B, = 10, with 1/q^ = 0.2, have

been achieved.

Results obtained before gettering, and after gettering but with added

nitrogen, show that the operating regime is restricted (compared to Fig. 5)

in the case of O.H. discharges, but this is less clear for beam heated

discharges. Even with added impurities, values of q^ ~3 were obtained.



However, it is true that the lowest values of q^ have been reached since

gettering.

Experimentally, gettering is often invoked as a remedy for 'bad

M.H.D.' The value of the time derivative of the fluctuating poloidal field,

measured at the vaeuun vessel, does fall after gettering, but not to a

value below that which would have been found had the density been reduced

without the getter cycle. That gettering does help the discharge ' quality1

can be inferred from noting that the discharge duration has increased from

1200 ms before gettering to <300 ms after gettering. Of course, this fact,

and the observation that lower values of q^ can now be obtained, may only

represent a learning process on the part of the experimentalists.

Effects on Containment

Finally we turn to the effects that gettering have had on the present

ISX-B objective, that of studying transport in plasmas with high values of

total beta, <B>, and poloidal beta, pp. For this purpose, recall that a

large data set obtained since gettering has led to the phenomenological

dependence: '•"•'

K2)/B|

or, equivalently written in terms of a global energy confinement time

t£ = W/(P.j— w), with Pj the total input power and W the plasma energy,

In both cases the constants kj g are determined from data acquired since

gettering.



It was hoped that gettering would permit higher values of plasma

current I p at a given B^ (i.e. a lower value of q^), and thus increase

<g>. Figure 6 shows the experimental value of <($>, divided by the above

expression, for data from 1979 to 1981. There has been a general reduction

in this ratio with time, with a large decrease after gettering was first

initiated. Both before and after gettering the phenomenologieal expression

fits the experimental results, but the value of the 'constant' has been

decreased by ~*JOJ. Because gettering has reduced this value, the lower

values of q^ now obtained have not resulted in higher values of <|3>, which

has remained at a maximum of ~2.H%.

Preliminary analysis shows lower central electron and temperatures in

plasmas produced after gettering. There is also an indication that the

current density profile, determined from an energy analysis consistent with

M.H.D. equilibrium*-^ has broadened since gettering, which may reflect

broader Te(r) profiles.

Further information to support the observation that cleanliness is not

necessarily beneficial for achieving high < 3> comes from the discharges

with nitrogen added as an impurity, after gettering. In Fig. 7 the value

of the experimentally measured T E is plotted against the value of the

phenomenological expression. The results show increased global

confinement, (and hence <g>) with the nitrogen present at a level to double

PR from a usual 100 kW to 200 kW. When large amounts of nitrogen were

added to a specific discharge, early disruptions resulted.

It appears that small amounts of impurity, radiating from the edge

region of the plasma, allow larger values of Tg and <3> to be obtained for

given input conditions. It is sufficient to have the impurity present in

the ohmic plasma before neutral injection starts: additional impurities



added during neutral injection did not improve <P>; sometimes it was

decreased. The reason why the additional impurities, should improve <(3>,

and Tg, is not clear, but may be a consequence of producing a hotter O.H.

target plasma before neutral injection, together with a favorable scaling

of confinement with temperature.

Conclusions

Gettering in ISX-B has the expected short term effect of reducing

hydrogen recycling, and a long term effect of reducing the oxygen

concentrations. Gettering once or twice a day is sufficient; no further

gains result from gettering between each discharge.

Before gettering was initiated, and with added impurities in a

gettered case, the apparent recycling of the gas may be partly due to an

electron source from the ionization of impurities.

Gettering, and consequent plasma cleanliness, has increased the

operating regime (1/q^, ne R/B^ space) for ohmic plasmas, but this is less

clear for beam heated discharges. Although this operating space is useful

in describing the attained limits for 'circular' discharges, elongated

cross sections have permitted much higher values of ne than expected from

previous results (typical a factor 2 larger).

Gettering and consequent plasma cleanliness has produced lower values

of < f5> and T E for given input conditions in beam heated discharges. This

trend is reversed by adding additional impurities. Typically the effect of

additional low Z impurities is to increase <B> and xg by ~30%.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The time averaged gas feed ra te , 1/t /*j i[> dt, versus TSe, at 60 ms

into the ohmic stage of an ultimately beam heated discharge. B,

= 0.9 ± 0.1 T, K = 1.5, I p ~W0 kA.

Fig. 2 . Discharge parameters at 110 ms into a beam heated discharge I_

-140 kA, B^ -0.9 T, K ~1.2, Pb ~1MW at 80 ms.

Fig. 3 . PR v ne for the discharges discussed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Emission rates of impurities foi ohmieally heated plasmas. The

conditions are given in the figure.

Fig. 5 . IJie operating regime, with a gettered torus.

Fig. 6 . <(3>/<g> phenomenological versus discharge number, i . e . versus

the date.

Fig. 7 . Tg versus TE phenomenlogical for data obtained since gettering,

with and without added nitrogen.
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